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Figure 1: Pulsar is an efficient sphere-based differentiable renderering module that is orders of magnitude faster than com-

peting techniques, modular, and easy-to-use. It can be employed to solve a large variety of applications, since it is tightly

integrated with PyTorch. Using a sphere-based representation, it is possible to not only optimize for color and opacity, but

also for positions and radii (a, b, c). Due to the modular design, lighting cues can also be easily integrated (d).

Abstract

We propose Pulsar, an efficient sphere-based differen-

tiable rendering module that is orders of magnitude faster

than competing techniques, modular, and easy-to-use due to

its tight integration with PyTorch. Differentiable rendering

is the foundation for modern neural rendering approaches,

since it enables end-to-end training of 3D scene represen-

tations from image observations. However, gradient-based

optimization of neural mesh, voxel, or function representa-

tions suffers from multiple challenges, i.e., topological in-

consistencies, high memory footprints, or slow rendering

speeds. To alleviate these problems, Pulsar employs: 1) a

sphere-based scene representation, 2) a modular, efficient

differentiable projection operation, and 3) (optional) neu-

ral shading. Pulsar executes orders of magnitude faster

than existing techniques and allows real-time rendering and

optimization of representations with millions of spheres.

Using spheres for the scene representation, unprecedented

speed is obtained while avoiding topology problems. Pulsar

is fully differentiable and thus enables a plethora of applica-

tions, ranging from 3D reconstruction to neural rendering.

1. Introduction

A differentiable rendering pipeline is the foundation for

all modern neural rendering approaches that learn 3D scene

representations based on image observations. Recently,

neural rendering has empowered a large variety of appli-

cations, such as novel-view synthesis [22], facial reenact-

ment [36], and 3D reconstruction [17]. Modern neural ren-

dering can be broken up into three components: 1) a 3D

neural scene representation, 2) a projection from 3D data to

a consistent 2D representation (the projection step) and 3)

processing the projected data using a statistical model, usu-

ally a neural network, to produce the final image (the neural

shading step). This strategy combines the strengths of clas-

sical rendering and neural networks. Through the projec-

tion step, a consistent geometric representation of the scene

is generated, while the neural shading step can produce re-

alistic images through the use of the latest generative neu-

ral networks that can approximate complex natural image

formation phenomena without having to explicitly model

them.

Ideally, such a neural rendering approach can be jointly

trained in an end-to-end fashion: a 3D representation of the
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scene is learned and sent through the projection and shading

step. The resulting image can be compared to ground truth

observations to inform an optimization process, not only to

improve the generative model in the shading step, but also to

jointly learn the representation of the scene and potentially

unknown parameters of the projection step. This process

requires the efficient computation of gradients through the

complete pipeline in a scalable manner, such that high per-

formance can be obtained even for the geometry of complex

and detailed scenes rendered at real-world resolutions.

In this paper, we present Pulsar, an efficent, sphere-

based, differentiable rendering module that is orders of

magnitude faster than competing techniques, modular, and

easy-to-use due to its tight integration with PyTorch. Pulsar

aims to fulfill all mentioned requirements through a variety

of measures, from the design of the scene representation

down to low-level data-parallel optimizations, which lead

to unprecedented speed for the forward and backward pass.

First, we choose an entirely sphere-based representation of

3D data. Each sphere is parameterized by its position in

space and its radius. In addition, each sphere has an as-

signed opacity and can have an arbitrary vector as payload,

such as a color or a general latent feature vector. Image for-

mation is based on a volumetric compositing schema that

aggregates the payload in back-to-front order to form the

final image or a screen space feature map. This makes it

easy to handle point cloud data from 3D sensors directly,

allows for the optimization of the scene representation with-

out problems of changing topology (as they would exist

for meshes) and is more efficient for rendering than recent

approaches based on volumetric grids or fully-connected

networks, since our representation, sparse by design, culls

empty space. In addition, our sphere-based representation

eliminates the need for acceleration structures, such as a k-

d tree or octree, thus naturally can support dynamic scenes.

Additionally, it leads to a well-defined, simple render and

blending function that can be differentiated without approx-

imation. We deliberately keep the illumination computa-

tions separate from the geometry projection step as it can be

easily handled in a separate step. Lastly, we integrate Pulsar

with the PyTorch [26] optimization framework to make use

of auto-differentiation and ease the integration with deep

learning models.

The strategy described above allows Pulsar to render and

differentiate through the image formation for 3D scenes

with millions of spheres on consumer graphics hardware.

Up to one million spheres can be rendered and updated at

real-time speed for an image resolution of 1024×1024 pix-

els (the time spent executing C++ code is less than 22ms
for rendering and less than 6ms for gradient calculation).

Pulsar supports a generalized pinhole and orthogonal cam-

era model and computes gradients for camera parameters

as well as to update the scene representation. We demon-

strate that a large variety of applications can be successfully

handled using Pulsar, such as 3D reconstruction, neural ren-

dering, and viewpoint synthesis. Pulsar is open source and

thus will enable researchers in the future to solve a large va-

riety of research problems on their own. In summary, our

main technical contributions are:

• A fast, general purpose, sphere-based, differentiable

rendering module that is tightly integrated in PyTorch

and enables end-to-end training of deep models with

geometry and projection components.

• Pulsar executes orders of magnitude faster than exist-

ing techniques and allows real-time rendering and op-

timization of representations with millions of spheres.

• We demonstrate that a large variety of applications

can be handled with Pulsar, such as 3D reconstruction,

modeling realistic human heads, and novel view syn-

thesis for scenes.

2. Related Work

We focus our discussion of related work on differentiable

rendering and commonly used scene representations, such

as textured meshes, voxel grids, (implicit) functions, and

point-based representations. For a comprehensive review of

neural rendering, we refer to the recent state of the art report

on ‘Neural Rendering’ of Tewari et al. [35].

Differentiable Rendering Differentiable rendering can

be understood as a subfield of inverse graphics, which has

been a part of computer vision research since its early

days [4]. For a summary of the features of current ap-

proaches, see Tab. 1. One of the seminal works on differen-

tiable rendering of meshes, including lighting and textures,

is OpenDR [20]. It is built on top of OpenGL and uses lo-

cal Taylor expansions and filter operations to find gradients,

excluding depth. OpenDR leverages existing OpenGL in-

frastructure, but introduces approximations and has a large

overhead in running filtering and approximation operations.

Neural Mesh Renderer (NMR) [10] renders meshes using a

custom function to address object boundaries. Paparazzi et

al. [14] is another mesh renderer that is implemented using

image filtering. Pix2Vex [27] is a mesh renderer that uses

soft blending of triangles. In the same spirit, Liu et al. [16]

introduce a probabilistic map of mesh triangles. They use a

soft z-buffer to obtain a differentiable representation. Their

rendering function inspired our formulation. Tensorflow

Graphics [40] is a differentiable rendering package for Ten-

sorflow [1] with support for mesh geometry. Similarly, Py-

Torch3D [28] is a differentiable rendering package for Py-

Torch and initially focused on mesh rendering. A recent ex-

tension makes point-based rendering available and has been

used for creating SynSin [42]. Pulsar executes orders of

magnitude faster than these techniques.
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method objective position update depth update normal update occlusion silhouette change topology change

OpenDR mesh ✓ ✗ via position change ✗ ✓ ✗

NMR mesh ✓ ✗ via position change ✗ ✓ ✗

Paparazzi mesh limited limited via position change ✗ ✗ ✗

Soft Rasterizer mesh ✓ ✓ via position change ✓ ✓ ✗

Pix2Vex mesh ✓ ✓ via position change ✓ ✓ ✗

Tensorflow Graphics mesh ✓ ✓ via position change ✓ ✓ ✗

PyTorch3D mesh / points ✓ ✓ via position change ✓ ✓ ✓

DSS points ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pulsar (ours) spheres ✓ ✓ via extra channels ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Feature comparison of generic differentiable and modules (compare to [44], Tab. 1). DSS and PyTorch3D are the

only other renderers that do not require a mesh-based geometry representation, facilitating topology changes. In contrast to

DSS, Pulsar uses 3D spheres but without normals. Extra channels can be used to capture and optimize normal information.

Physically-based Differentiable Rendering Several ren-

derers aim to be close to the underlying physical processes.

Li et al. [3, 12] implement differentiable ray tracers to be

able to compute gradients for physics-based rendering ef-

fects. These implementations explicitly model the image

formation process in much greater detail, but are signifi-

cantly slower in execution. Similarly, the Mitsuba 2 ren-

derer [24] and Difftaichi [7] are physically-based differen-

tiable renderers with slower execution times, but modelling

the full image formation process including lighting and sec-

ondary rays. Whereas it would be possible to implement

Pulsar using Difftaichi or Enoki (Mitsuba’s autodiff frame-

work), it would not be possible to implement many of Pul-

sars optimization strategies. In this work, we do not focus

on physics-based approaches, since our aim is a fast differ-

entiable module to empower neural rendering approaches

that approximate natural image formation phenomena with-

out having to explicitly model them.

Scene Representations There is a large variety of pos-

sible scene presentations from dense voxel grids [5, 19,

33, 39, 43], multi-plane images [21, 46], meshes [10, 16,

18, 20, 37], function-based representations [15, 22, 31, 34],

to point-based representations (discussed in the next para-

graph). In contrast to using explicit differentiable graphics

engines, neural rendering can also be implemented solely

through deep learning models. This is, for example, at-

tempted in [11]. Implicit functions, such as signed dis-

tance fields (SDFs), are a popular representation for geom-

etry. Recently, fully connected networks [25] have been

used to learn SDFs. Liu et al. [17] optimize a signed dis-

tance function via differentiable sphere tracing. Similarly,

Saito et al. [30] model humans through an implicit func-

tion. Zeng et al. [45] optimize a similar function using

a differentiable renderer. Jiang et al. [9] is implementing

differentiable rendering directly for SDFs, including light-

ing. RenderNet [23] is a CNN architecture with a projection

unit. Tulsiani et al. [38] use a layered depth image represen-

tation and develop a differentiable renderer for optimizing

this representation. Instead of prescribing a fixed input size

or discretizing the underlying 3D scene, Sitzmann et al. [34]

and Mildenhall et al. [22] represent the scene using the net-

work structure and employ variants of ray-casting to recon-

struct images from arbitrary viewpoints.

Point-based Representations Insafutdinov et al. [8] pro-

pose to work with differentiable point clouds. They train a

CNN to predict the shape and pose of an object in 3D and

use an orthographic projection and ray termination prob-

abilities to obtain a differentiable representation. In con-

trast to our approach, their method is strongly limited in

terms of resolution (they use 128 × 128 pixel image reso-

lution and only up to 16k points in their paper); this is too

low to solve real world tasks. Yifan et al. [44] propose a

point-based representation with a position and normal pa-

rameterization. Each point is rendered as a small ‘surface’

with position, radius, and normal. In the examples shown in

their paper, they use representations with up to 100k points

and report orders of magnitude slower runtime than our ap-

proach (258ms forward and 680ms backward for an image

of resolution 256 × 256 pixels). Lin et al. [13] define a

renderer for point cloud generation, but only provide gra-

dients for depth values. Roveri et al. [29] define a point-

based differentiable projection module for neural networks

that produces ‘soft’ depth images. Aliev et al. [2] propose to

model room-scale point clouds with a deferred neural ren-

dering step. SynSin [42] and the PyTorch3D point renderer

follow a similar approach to ours, but are orders of mag-

nitude slower. In addition, we employ a different blending

function and enable the optimization of the sphere radius.

Furthermore, they use only the first few points per pixel to

determine the pixel colors. We have found this to leads to

high frequency artifacts in complex scenes and thus allow

for an unlimited number of spheres to contribute to the pixel

color (or set a bound based on the minimum contribution)

and use only the first few spheres for gradient propagation.

3. Method

We are interested in neural rendering approaches that

learn a 3D scene representation from a set of N training im-
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Figure 2: Visualization of the neural rendering pipeline.

Pulsar enables a particularly fast differentiable projection

step that scales to complex scene representations. The scene

representation itself can be produced by a neural network.

The channel information can be ‘latent’ and translated to

RGB colors in a neural shading step.

ages T = {(Ii,Ri, ti,Ki)}Ni=1
. Here, the Ii ∈ R

H×W×3

are image observations, the Ri ∈ R
3×3 are camera rota-

tions, the ti ∈ R
3 are camera translations, and the Ki ∈

R
3×3 are intrinsic camera parameters [6]. The neural ren-

dering task can be split into three stages (see Fig. 2): 1) the

scene representation (a traditional mesh model or poten-

tially itself the result of a neural network), 2) a differentiable

rendering operation, and 3) a neural shading module. Pul-

sar provides a particularly efficient differentiable rendering

operation for scene representations that work with spheres

as primitives.

3.1. Spherebased Scene Representation

We represent the scene as a set S = {(pi, fi, ri, oi)}Mi=1

of M spheres with learned position pi ∈ R
3, neural fea-

ture vector fi ∈ R
d, radius ri ∈ R, and opacity oi ∈ R.

All of these scene properties can be optimized through the

differentiable rendering operation. The neural feature vec-

tor fi ∈ R
d encodes local scene properties. Depending on

its use, it can represent surface color, radiance, or be an ab-

stract feature representation for use in a neural network. If

radiance is directly learned, our scene representation can be

understood as an efficient and sparse way to store a neural

radiance field [22] by only storing the non-empty parts of

space. The explicit sphere-based scene representation en-

ables us to make use of multi-view and perspective geome-

try by modeling the image formation process explicitly.

3.2. Efficient Differentiable Projection

Pulsar implements a mapping F = R(S,R, t,K) that

maps from the 3D sphere-based scene representation S to

a rendered feature image F based on the image formation

model defined by the camera rotation R, translation t, and

intrinsic parameters K. R is differentiable with respect to

R, t and most parts of K, i.e, focal length and sensor size.

Feature Aggregation The rendering operation R has to

compute the channel values for each pixel of the feature

image F in a differentiable manner. To this end, we propose

a blending function that combines the channel information

based on the position, radius, and opacity of the spheres

that are intersected by the camera ray associated with each

pixel. For a given ray, we associate a blending weight wi

with each sphere i:

wi =
oi · di · exp(oi · zi

γ
)

exp( ǫ
γ
) +

∑

kok · dk · exp(ok · zk
γ
)
. (1)

Similar to Liu et al. [16], we choose a weighed softmax

function of the sphere intersection depth zi as the basis for

our definition. We employ normalized device coordinates

zi ∈ [0, 1] where 0 denotes maximum depth. A scaling fac-

tor γ is used to push the representation to be more rigorous

with respect to depth. Small values, such as γ = 1−5, lead

to ‘hard’ blending, while large values, such as γ = 1, lead

to ‘soft’ blending. Depending on the quantities that are op-

timized it makes sense to use different values for gamma.

γ = 1 and γ = 1−5 are the limits we allow to main-

tain numerical stability. The additional offset exp( ǫ
γ
) is the

‘weight’ for the background color of the scene, for a fixed

small constant ǫ. di is the normalized orthogonal distance

of the ray to the sphere center. This distance, since always

orthogonal to the ray direction, automatically provides gra-

dients for the two directions that are orthogonal to the ray

direction. We define di = min(1, ||~di||2
Ri

), where ~di is the

vector pointing orthogonal from the ray to the sphere cen-

ter. Like this, di becomes a linear scaling factor in [0, 1].
It is non trivial to integrate opacity into Eq. 1 in a dif-

ferentiable way, since it has to be ‘soft’. Assuming there

is a per sphere opacity value oi, it could be integrated as

a factor into the exponential function, or as another linear

scaling factor. Similar to [45], we observe that integrating

it only as a scaling factor within the exponential function,

mainly interacting with the depth component, often leaves

spheres visible in front of the background. On the other

hand, using it only as a scaling factor outside the exponen-

tial function, mainly interacting with the distance compo-

nent, makes depth ‘override’ opacity in most cases and does

not lead to appropriate results. Using it in both places is a

feasible and numerically stable solution.

Data-parallel Implementation Pulsar is implemented in

C++ and CUDA C as a PyTorch extension to make use

of the processing power of modern GPUs and naturally

integrate the rendering step with machine learning mod-

els. We found the following points important to achieve

high performance: A representation with a fast, closed

form intersection calculation. The commutativity of

the blending function, which enables pixel-wise thread-

collaboration when finding intersections. Additionally, it

allows for early stopping. Splitting the full task carefully
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into sub-tasks and choosing the right data-parallel im-

plementation for each sub-task allows us to use hardware

threads efficiently and with advantageous memory access

patterns. For example, parallelizing over the spheres can be

beneficial because of sharing of information for the evalu-

ation of Eq. 1. However, this approach requires synchro-

nization between threads when writing to the same pixel,

which obliterates performance. The alternative is paralleliz-

ing over the pixels. In this case, it is important to exploit

spatial closeness between pixels during the search for rele-

vant spheres. To this end, we propose a tile-based accelera-

tion structure and cooperative filtering across hardware lev-

els for filtering. An additional benefit is that the rendering

speed is largely independent of sphere sizes. Memory lay-

out has a very high impact on performance. For example,

we managed to encode all information required for a sphere

intersection into 8 bytes. One cache line on NVIDIA Tur-

ing GPUs holds 256 = 8 × 32 bytes and has 32 threads in

a warp—meaning that 32 sphere intersections can be per-

formed in a collaborating warp in parallel. For a detailed

discussion, we refer to the supplemental material.

3.3. Neural Shading

The task of the neural shading network N is to convert

the 2D screen space feature map F to the output color image

using a pixel generator network that learns the feature-to-

color mapping. In the tests where we apply neural shading,

we use either a convolutional U-Net or a per-pixel one-by-

one convolutional network. The higher the capacity of the

shading network, the more the approach can overfit. It is

important to find the right trade-off based on the desired

application and the available training data.

3.4. Endtoend Optimization

We find the best sphere-based neural 3D scene repre-

sentation S∗ and neural shading model N (•; Θ∗
s) through

gradient-based optimization using Pulsar. We solve the fol-

lowing end-to-end optimization problem:

S∗,Θ∗
s = argmin

S,Θs

N
∑

i=0

∣

∣

∣

∣Ii −N (R(S,Ri, ti,Ki); Θs)
∣

∣

∣

∣

1
.

Note that this optimization finds all parameters based on

the 2D image observations without 3D supervision. Pulsar

provides the efficient differentiable projection R, while all

other stages are implemented in a modular manner using

PyTorch. We use ADAM in all experiments to solve this

optimization problem. Whereas this is one straightforward

application of the proposed rendering component, it can be

used in a variety of settings and integrated in deep learning

pipelines in a straightforward and modular way.

Figure 3: Scaling behavior for PyTorch3D and Pulsar for

different numbers of spheres. Whereas PyTorch3D scales

almost linearly in terms of number of spheres, Pulsar em-

ploys early-stopping and other optimization techniques to

reach much better scaling behavior. Benchmarks performed

on an NVIDIA RTX 2070 GPU at 1024× 1024 resolution.

4. Results

In the following, we compare to other differentiable ren-

dering methods in terms of training and test time perfor-

mance and demonstrate the power and simplicity of the

modular implementation of Pulsar as a PyTorch module.

Runtime Performance Rendering speed is even more

important for differentiable and neural rendering than for

traditional rendering, because it effectively limits the reso-

lution of the images and scene representations that can be

processed: the scene is not processed only ‘once’ in a for-

ward pass, but continuously within an optimization loop.

Optimizations with millions of spheres, as presented later

in this paper, are prohibitively slow to perform with other

renderers. To illustrate this, we compare Pulsar to a large

variety of state-of-the-art neural/diff. rendering modules in

terms of runtime on two scenes of varying complexity.

Pulsar outperforms all current state-of-the-art ap-

proaches, including PyTorch3D, by a large margin (see

Tab. 2), in some comparisons more than two orders of

magnitude and at least factor five. We continued perform-

ing measurements for the closest contenders, PyTorch3D

(points) and Pulsar, to analyze the asymptotic behavior. The

other frameworks generally were too slow to create mean-

ingful comparisons on this scale. You can find the results in

Fig. 3. For PyTorch3D, we used points per pixel=5

to achieve a close match of conditions. The PyTorch3D

sphere renderer already reaches a runtime of 400 ms be-

low 500K spheres, whereas Pulsar remains still below this

value at the maximum benchmarked amount of spheres at

around 4.4M spheres. Apart from good scaling behavior

in terms of number of spheres, we also observe good scal-

ing behavior in terms of image size. For 4K image resolu-

tion with 4.4M spheres, we still measure execution times of

less than 400 ms depending on GPU and scene: we measure

387 ms for 4.4M spheres on an NVIDIA RTX 2070 GPU)

with moderate memory requirements (3500 MB).
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method number of points number of faces avg. forward time in ms avg. backward time in ms

Soft Rasterizer 15 099 29 924 285 294

DSS 15 099 n.a. 215 179

PyTorch3D (mesh) 15 099 29 924 104 80

PyTorch3D (points) / SynSin 15 099 n.a. 34 2

pulsar 15 099 n.a. 14 1

pulsar (CUDA only) 15 099 n.a. 3 1

Soft Rasterizer 233 872 467 848 5032 5356

DSS 233 872 n.a. 3266 3690

PyTorch3D (mesh) 233 872 467 848 222 105

PyTorch3D (points) / SynSin 233 872 n.a. 112 3

Pulsar (Ours) 233 872 n.a. 21 2

Pulsar (CUDA only) 233 872 n.a. 9 1

Table 2: Runtime performance comparison of state-of-the-art differentiable rendering methods with PyTorch integration. For

Pulsar, we measure the performance using the full Python interface (as for the other renderers) as well as the runtime of

the CUDA kernel. PyTorch3D (points) uses a fixed point size for all points and the runtime does not scale well for larger

point sizes. Pulsar’s runtime is largely sphere size agnostic and scales favorably with resolution and number of spheres. For

example, for 1 million spheres we still measure execution times of less than 33ms (19ms in CUDA) forward and 11ms (4.7ms

in CUDA) backward. All times are measured on an NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPU at 1000× 1000 image resolution.

1 import torch; torch.manual_seed(1)
2 from pulsar import Renderer
3 n_spheres = 10
4 # We create a renderer for a 1024x1024 image.
5 renderer = Renderer(1024, 1024, n_spheres)
6 pos = torch.rand(n_spheres, 3) * 10.0
7 pos[:, 2] += 25.0; pos[:, :2] -= 5.0
8 col = torch.rand(n_spheres, 3)
9 rad = torch.rand(n_spheres)

10 cam = torch.tensor(
11 #------t------ ------R------ f s
12 [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 2.0],
13 dtype=torch.float32)
14 image = renderer(pos, col, rad, cam,
15 gamma=0.1, max_depth=45.0)
16 # L1 loss, assuming `target` is an image.
17 # loss = (image - target).abs().sum()
18 # loss.backward()
19 # Use any PyTorch optimizer for optimization.

Listing 1: Full code example to render a minimal scene with

10 random spheres. The loss computation is shown in ll. 16

and 17 and can be used in any PyTorch optimization loop.

f and s denote focal length and sensor width.

Ease of Use Lst. 1 shows a full example for generating

and rendering a scene representation in only nine lines of

code. The resulting image contains ten spheres, randomly

placed and colored. On construction, the renderer creates

buffer structures, for which the image size and the maxi-

mum amount of spheres to render must be known (l. 5).

The scene representation is encoded in an intuitive way that

can be integrated into a nn.Module structure or generated

through other operations (ll. 6-8). The camera parameters

are encoded in an optimization-friendly format (Pulsar ac-

cepts 6D rotation vectors [47], too) so that the camera pa-

rameter vector can be used for gradient updates (l. 9). In l.

13, the forward function generates an image tensor from the

scene description. This tensor can be used for further com-

putations, for example neural shading, or directly to define

a loss (illustrated in ll. 16 and 17). The operations are auto-

matically registered with PyTorch’s autograd system.

5. Applications

We demonstrate several applications in 3D reconstruc-

tion and neural rendering to show the versatility of Pulsar in

various optimization settings. In particular, we show how

Pulsar makes it possible to attack different classical com-

puter vision tasks in a straightforward way with its ability to

use a highly detailed representations and high quality gradi-

ents. In all experiments we optimize or reconstruct appear-

ance and geometry solely using a photometric ℓ1-loss. We

order the experiments by complexity, and in the last ones

we use several millions of spheres during the optimization.

These experiments would be prohibitively slow to perform

with other differentiable rendering methods.

5.1. 3D Reconstruction

Silhouette-based 3D Reconstruction Pulsar enables 3D

reconstruction of objects based on silhouettes. We demon-

strate results on an example scene of SoftRas [16] that pro-

vides 120 views of an airplane, see Fig. 4(a). To work with

our sphere-based representation, we place spheres at all ver-

tices of the mesh SoftRas employs for initialization. Soft-

Ras uses an image resolution of size 64× 64, which pushes

the size of each sphere to the lower limits in terms of pixel

size. Instead of the more intricate and computationally com-

plex IOU, Laplacian, and flattening losses that are required

in SoftRas, we solely employ a photometric ℓ1-loss with re-

spect to the ground truth silhouettes. SoftRas requires these

additional losses to keep the mesh surface consistent. In

contrast, we can move spheres without taking surface topol-

ogy into account. For a low number of spheres and small

resolution SoftRas is faster, but Pulsar scales much better to

real world scenarios (see Tab. 2).
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Figure 4: 3D reconstruction with Pulsar with up to 400k spheres. (a) Silhouette-based deformation reconstruction (c.t. [16]);

1352 spheres, 64×64. (b) Reconstruction with lighting cues and comparison with DSS [44]; 8003 spheres, 256×256. Pulsar

finishes the reconstruction after 31 s, whereas DSS finishes after 1168 s. (c) Reconstruction steps of a 3D head model in 73 s;

400k spheres, 800 × 1280. 80 images with random azimuth and elevation are used. (d) Initialized features for training the

neural shading model for (e). (e) Neural rendering results of a pix2pixHD [41] model based on this geometry.

Illumination Optimization We reproduce an experi-

ment from DSS [44] that includes an illumination model,

see Fig. 4(b). To this end, we implement diffuse shading

with parallel light sources as a separate stage. This high-

lights the versatility of a dedicated geometry projection step

and demonstrates how easy it can be combined with addi-

tional refinement models. Similar to DSS, we use 144 cam-

eras, selected at random azimuth and elevation angles, with

a constant distance to the object center. In this experiment,

300 optimization steps suffice for Pulsar to reach conver-

gence. Using Pulsar, we complete the optimization in 31

seconds, whereas DSS requires more complex losses and al-

most 20 minutes to converge after 477 steps; Pulsar is more

than one order of magnitude faster.

Detailed 3D Reconstruction Pulsar can go far beyond

the number of spheres and image resolutions in the previ-

ous examples. We demonstrate this in the following ex-

periments: first, by demonstrating a multi-stage pipeline

for reconstructing a head model, then by working on sev-

eral examples of the NeRF dataset [22]. In this experiment,

we reconstruct a head model with realistic hair and eyes at

high resolution, see Fig. 4(c), from 100 images of resolu-

tion 800 × 1280 pixels. We initialize a volume with 400k

randomly distributed spheres and optimize for a coarse head

model in only 73 s. We eliminate spheres if their color con-

verges towards the background color or if they are not vis-

ible (spheres that do not receive gradient updates from any

viewpoint). This results in a hull representation of the head

with a thickness of several centimeters. After the optimiza-

tion and cleanup, a model consisting of approx. 20k spheres

remains. Next, we increase the number of spheres three

times through subdivision: We refine each sphere with 12

spheres with radius
√
2 · r, where r is the previous radius,

and place them in a face-centered cubic packing scheme,

re-optimize and prune. The final model has 130k spheres,

see Fig. 4(d). The refinement finishes in 37 minutes and

temporarily produces models with up to 1.6 million spheres.

Neural Shading To showcase the potential of the pro-

posed pipeline, we combine the learned head model, see

Fig. 4(d), with a neural shading network for modelling the

face in high resolution. As architecture, we used an off-the-

shelf Pix2PixHD [41] design and used 15 feature channels.

For the neural network training, we employ a photometric

ℓ1-loss, a perceptual loss [32], and an adversarial loss, as

is standard for Pix2PixHD. We experimented with different

number of training images: with 80 images in the training

set we can already obtain a reconstruction that interpolates

well between perspectives, but still with a visible loss in

detail. With more than 320 images there’s hardly any per-

ceptual difference between training and validation results

visible (see Fig. 4(e)). The model produces compelling re-

sults that can be rendered in near real time on consumer

hardware (we achieve 30+ FPS for the geometry projection

step and neural shading takes 37 ms).

5.2. Neural Rendering

Novel-view Synthesis on Real Data We perform novel-

view synthesis experiments on examples of the NeRF
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Figure 5: High-resolution scene representation view synthesis and reconstruction examples with 1M and more spheres;

scenes from the NeRF dataset [22]. (a) Test view of the ‘flower’ scene; 2.1M/810K spheres; 1008×756. (b) Test view of the

‘fern’ scene; 2.6M spheres; 1008 × 756. (c) Test view of the ‘chair’ scene with two different virtual viewpoints and shared

per-pixel fully-connected shading model; 5.5M/509K spheres, 1600 × 1600. Note the viewpoint-dependent shading effects

on the chair cover. (d) 360 degree views of the ‘chair’ model. X/Y spheres are before/after optimization.

dataset [22]. In the first example, see Fig. 5(a), we show

that pure sphere geometry is sufficient to represent complex,

real-world scenes. We initialize the scene by filling the vol-

ume in front of the camera uniformly with 2.1M spheres,

with increasing radius according to depth. We use Pulsar to

jointly optimize all sphere properties (i.e., position, radius,

color and opacity) based on an ℓ1-loss using the Adam opti-

mizer. We apply a threshold to spheres with low opacity and

use an opacity-depth regularizer with the energy −zi ·Oi to

encourage spheres to move to the right scene depth. The

optimization runs in 20 minutes on an NVIDIA V100 GPU.

The second example, see Fig. 5(b), shows a similar recon-

struction on the ‘fern’ scene. We start the optimization with

5.5M random spheres and optimize across three scales to

account for the details in the fern leafs.

View-dependent Shading We show separation into ge-

ometry projection and neural shading under challenging

conditions, see Fig. 5(c-d). For this, we consider the syn-

thetic ‘chair’ scene of the NeRF dataset, which has 200

views. The surface is highly textured and changes its ap-

pearance dramatically (satin cover) depending on the view-

ing angle. We start the optimization from 5.5M randomly

initialized spheres and work in double image resolution to

capture all texture details. We add a simple fully-connected

model that is shared across all pixels to optimize for view-

dependent appearance and condition on a per-pixel view di-

rection. Gradients are back-propagated through the shading

model to optimize the channel information. Even such a

small model captures the viewpoint dependent effects well.

6. Limitations

While we have demonstrated high performance render-

ing and optimization of complex scenes with millions of

spheres, our approach is still subject to a few limitations

that can be addressed in future work: 1) It is challenging

to compute gradients with respect to the position and ra-

dius of spheres that are smaller than a few pixel in screen

space. We address this by explicitly handling this case in

the rendering pipeline and by limiting the gradient compu-

tation for these spheres to the feature channels and opacity.

In this way, they can be pruned through the opacity opti-

mization and we prevent noisy gradients from leaking into

the position- or radius-models. By finding better ways to

handle these cases, we could obtain even better results. 2)

While our module is highly flexible and can be easily inte-

grated with arbitrary PyTorch training loops, it is currently

not programmable. The CUDA kernels are highly opti-

mized and contain the blending function and its symbolic

derivative. This means that changing the function requires

explicitly modifying the CUDA kernels, which is time con-

suming and error prone. A programmable shader language

in combination with auto-differentiation could alleviate this

problem while maintaining the high performance of hand

written CUDA code.

7. Conclusion

We presented Pulsar, an efficient sphere-based differen-

tiable rendering module. Its architecture builds on recent

insights in the fields of differentiable rendering and neural

networks and makes deliberate choices to limit complex-

ity in the projection step to obtain high speed and scalabil-

ity. Pulsar executes orders of magnitude faster than exist-

ing techniques and for the first time enables real-time ren-

dering and optimization of representations with millions of

spheres. We demonstrated its performance and flexibility

on a large variety of applications ranging from 3D recon-

struction to general neural rendering. Pulsar is open-source

software, modular, and easy-to-use due to its tight integra-

tion with PyTorch. Through its performance and accessibil-

ity, we hope that Pulsar will enable researchers to explore

new ideas that were out of reach before.
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